Vestigial Organ
by Greg Crowther

1. Is your brain a vestigial organ,
2. Why do we have an appendix?
3. What is a uvula for? I've

unlike that of Thomas Hunt Morgan?
It's just an intestinal dead end; it's
thought and thought, but I'm still not sure.

Is your brain quite useless, that vermiciform appendix now?
What is a uvula for any way?

Why's my body all
What good are those
Is your brain a vest-
co-vered with hair?  You can shave it off, and

and teeth that come in late when the mouth is full with the

ti-gi-al organ? One bil-lion neur-ons, and

won't care. I can stay warm even

other twenty-eight? Is n't it dumb for

they're all snor-in'! Is your brain a ves-

To CODA (last verse)

when it's not there. We

us to have wisdom teeth? Sur-

ti-gi-al org-an now?

all get saddled with our an-ces-tors' traits;

vi-val of the fit-test was Dar-win's point of view, but e-

most re-main im-por-tant, but some de-

lution is not per-fect, and ne-i-ther are you....
Is your brain a vestibular organ?
One billion neurons, and they're all snorin'.
Is your brain a vestibular organ now?
Is your brain a vestibular organ?
You're a few keys short of an organ.
Is your brain a vestibular organ?
ti - gi-al or - gan now?